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Congress Sends Massive Climate, Health, & Tax Bill to the White House
New Climate Bill Could Expand Earth Day Tech Summits in Partnership with BDPA
WASHINGTON—This week, the
House approved the Inflation
Reduction Act of 2022. The bill,
promoting close to $370 billion
for greener technologies, now
heads to President Biden who is
expected to sign it into law early
next week.

reductions plans that make sense
for their communities.

This bill encourages an allof-government approach to
addressing climate change. The
program provides $5 billion in
competitive grants to states,
territories, [Washington] DC,
tribes,
and
municipalities
to develop and implement
greenhouse
gas
emissions
_____________

New
Environmental
and
Climate Justice Block Grants
provide $3 billion in competitive
3-year grants to states, tribes,
municipalities and a communitybased nonprofit organization for
financial and technical assistance
to address clean air and climate
pollution in disadvantaged
communities.



These grants build upon current
federal environmental justice
grants. They can be used flexibly
to fund several climate and air
quality priorities, such as replacing
old wood heaters in homes, and
will result in cost savings for rural
and tribal communities. bt

FEMA CIO Adrian Gardner delivers a
business continuity and disaster recovery
(BCDR) presentation during CyberEarth17,
the association’s inaugural Earth Day Tech
Summit. Visit → https://bdpatoday.com

Those that design programs,
policies, and measures to reduce
emissions will be eligible for grant
funding to help them carry out
their plans.

Source: U.S. Senate, Environment & Public Works

What if →

you were a major transit system with
billions of passengers taking millions
of trips every year? You aren’t about
to let any cyberattacks slow you down.
So you partner with IBM to build a
security architecture to keep your data,
network, and applications protected.
Now you can tackle threats so they don’t
bring you to a grinding halt. And everyone
is going places, thinking…

your cybersecurity
kept an entire city
↪ on track?
Learn how to protect
your business at
ibm.com/secure-business

IBM and the IBM logo are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation, registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM
trademarks is available on ibm.com/trademark. © Copyright IBM Corp. 2022 B34474

WE’RE FOCUSED
ON SUCCESS.
YOURS.
CHRIS

Financial Consultant

The career opportunities at Northwestern Mutual may surprise you. With opportunities ranging
from Engineering to Security to Data and Analytics, Northwestern Mutual wants to change the
game. Grow your career alongside curious, ambitious, innovative talent.

Ex p l o r e C a r e e r s
©2021 Northwestern Mutual is the marketing name for The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company (NM), Milwaukee, WI and its subsidiaries
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FAIT Fellowship: U.S. Department of State
Clearance Processes
Security Clearance Process

Part of the eligibility
requirements
for the Foreign
Affairs Information
Technology Fellowship
(FAIT) program is your
ability to obtain and
maintain medical and
security clearances
and suitability
requirements. Here is
a summary of what
these clearances
entail.

FAITFellowship.org

The security clearance determination process begins when fellows are
selected for the fellowship. Fellows will be asked to submit fingerprints to the
Department’s Bureau of Diplomatic Security as the first step in the security
clearance process. As soon as individuals are selected for the fellowship, the
Department of State requests that they complete and submit an application,
within about two weeks, as part of the continuing security clearance
determination process.
The time needed for security clearance determination processing varies
depending on a number of factors. The security clearance process involves a
comprehensive background investigation, conducted by the U.S. Department
of State in cooperation with other federal, state, and local agencies. This
investigation provides the information necessary to determine a candidate’s
suitability for appointment to the Foreign Service and for a Top Secret security
clearance.
The process considers such factors as: failure to repay a U.S. Government
guaranteed loan or meet tax obligations; failure to register for the Selective
Service; past problems with credit or bankruptcy; unsatisfactory employment
records; a criminal record or other violations of the law; drug or alcohol abuse;
and less than honorable discharge from the armed forces.
Candidates who hold dual citizenship, have had extensive travel, education,
residence and/or employment overseas, or who have foreign contacts, a
foreign-born spouse, immediate family members or relatives who are not
citizens of the United States, should be aware that the clearance process will
take longer to complete. The background investigation includes interviews with
current and previous contacts, supervisors and coworkers. Candidates who do
not receive a security clearance are ineligible for the fellowship.

FAITFellowship@twc.edu

Medical Clearance Process

Fellows must obtain and maintain medical clearances in order
to remain in the program. Medical exams are done at the
State Department during the orientation period. The medical
clearances often take a couple of weeks, although the
process can be longer depending on the situation. Fellows will
receive decisions on their medical clearances from the State
Department.
The Office of Medical Services of the Department of State
determines a candidate’s medical fitness and ability to serve
overseas. Many Foreign Service posts are located in remote
areas with extremely limited medical support. Each fellow,
therefore, must meet rigorous medical standards in order to
qualify for the required worldwide medical clearance. Medical
clearance determination by Medical Services is based on
its thorough review of each fellow’s medical history and a
physical examination, including an individual assessment of
his/her specific medical needs and the medical capabilities of
Foreign Service posts to meet those needs.
The Department’s Office of Medical Services determines
whether a candidate is medically eligible for assignment to
all Department of State posts worldwide. While a candidate
may effectively manage a chronic health condition or limitation
within the United States or in specific areas outside of the
U.S., the Office of Medical Services might well determine
that the same individual is not eligible for a worldwide
(“Class One”) medical clearance. Such clearances may only
be issued to candidates whom the Office of Medical Services
deems able to serve at the most isolated and restricted
overseas posts.
Some posts could face extreme isolation due to limited air
and other transportation service, and unreliable Internet,
telecommunications and postal and delivery systems. Any
of these limitations can have a severe adverse impact on the
availability of required medical services and supplies or delay
timely medical evacuations.
Some countries have inadequate infrastructures such as a
poor or negligible public health care system, poor sanitation,
unreliable electricity and a lack of potable water. There
may also be infectious and communicable diseases, such
as malaria, dengue fever, typhoid, tuberculosis, rabies,
encephalitis, and gastrointestinal diseases. There may
be no health unit at the post and next to no local medical
facilities. The local emergency room, for example, might be
completely inadequate, without ventilators, defibrillators, x-ray
capabilities, etc. There are often no blood banks or limited
medical supplies and medications available locally. Due to
political instability, security could be a concern. Fellows
should be aware that these posts are neither few in number
nor confined to a specific geographic region.

FAITFellowship.org

There are numerous posts where conditions appear similar
to that of the U.S. but which also suffer from some of these
restrictive characteristics. As a result, stress levels among
employees may be very high. Given these concerns, Fellows
must be able to obtain and maintain the required medical
clearance to remain in the program.

Suitability Review Clearance Process
Upon completion of the background investigation and medical
examination, a State Department Suitability Review Panel will
examine your file (minus any privileged medical information)
to determine your suitability for employment with the Foreign
Service.
The attainment of U.S. foreign policy objectives depends
substantially on the confidence of the public (both American
and foreign) in the individuals selected to serve in the Foreign
Service. The Department of State, therefore, requires the
highest standards of conduct by employees of the Foreign
Service, including an especially high degree of integrity,
reliability, and prudence. Given the representational nature of
employment in the Foreign Service, employees must observe
proper standards at all times. The purpose of the suitability
review is to determine, from the candidate’s total record,
whether the candidate is indeed suitable to represent the
United States. The Suitability Review Panel has the authority
to terminate a candidacy.
In evaluating suitability, the Suitability Review Panel takes into
consideration the following factors:
•

Misconduct in prior employment, including marginal
performance or inability to interact effectively with others.

•

Criminal, dishonest, or disgraceful conduct.

•

Misrepresentation, including deception or fraud, in the
application process.

•

Repeated or habitual use to excess of intoxicating
beverages affecting the ability to perform the duties and
responsibilities of the employee’s position.

•

Trafficking in or abuse of narcotics or controlled
substances.

•

Reasonable doubt as to loyalty to the U.S. Government.

•

Conduct which clearly shows poor judgment and or lack
of discretion which may reasonably affect an individual
or the agency’s ability to carry out its responsibilities or
mission.

•

Financial irresponsibility, including a history of not
meeting financial obligations or an inability to satisfy
debts.

FAITFellowship@twc.edu

The United States Air Force (USAF) Small Business Technology
Transfer (STTR) Program, worth $97M, is seeking technology
to enhance our warfighting capabilities. We are reaching out
to all HBCUs with a unique opportunity for funding research
and development (R&D) through strategic partnerships with
small business partners like you.
Our USAF STTR Program has streamlined our acquisition
processes to remove barriers to entry and standardize
proposal submission processes with the distinct intention
to share how easy it is to participate with the United States
Air Force and Department of Defense (DoD) Small Business
mission partners as a prime or subcontractor on DoD
contracts.

Desired Outcome: “… From Grants to Contracts”
To increase Historically Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCU) and Minority Servicing Institutions (MSI)
participation in the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Space Force
Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Programs.
Overarching U.S. Air Force STTR Vision:
Encourage engagement and increase program
participation amongst universities and small
businesses to produce technology in the form of good
or service, usable by the military or commercial sector.
Vision of our HBCU Collider Initiative:
Engage with HBCUs/MSIs to support the development
of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) capabilities in support of USAF needs and to
alleviate competency gaps between HBCU/MSIs and
traditional research universities.
Supporting Our Mission:
The mission of the United States Air Force is to fly, fight
and win... in air, space, and cyberspace.

OUR GOALS:
1. Increase HBCU/MSIs participation
in the USAF STTR research
funding source program by
submitting proposals and
increasing award metrics,
2. Connect HBCUs with emerging
trends in the U.S. Air Force, and
3. Establish strategic alliances with
U.S. Air Force, U.S. Space Force,
and HBCUs.

OUR OBJECTIVES:
1. Increase awareness of the
Air Force STTR program,
2. Educate the target audience on
the STTR program, processes,
and policies,
3. Reduce barriers to entry, and
4. Increase HBCU participation in
STTR program.

For more info contact:
Anissa Lumpkin

Lead Program Manager, Air Force SBIR/STTR

AFRL.SB.Questions@us.af.mil

https://www.sbirsttr.af.mil

Air Force SBIR|STTR Special topics provide
a multi-phased approach to partnering with
commercially viable U.S.-based businesses
with 500 or fewer employees in order to
solve Air Force problems.
This approach allows for development and
adoption of commercially viable technologies
as integrated components of major programs
of record, or as operationally effective
commercial-off–the-shelf solutions.
Additionally, SBIR|STTR Special topics give
the U.S. technology ecosystem a competitive
edge, ensuring secure supply chains and
access to critical technologies in a global
marketplace.

HOW TO ENGAGE IN THE PROCESS

There are many support resources, tools, government teams and companies available to help. To get started, visit:

https://www.afsbirsttr.af.mil or www.afwerx.af.mil/sbir.html
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